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"Dear elders, the house of protecting heaven has been around for tens of thousands of years in the 

realm of heaven and man. It's a sect that upholds justice, and it's also an existence that we all admire in 

the eyes of martial arts. Now we come here to harass you, just to ask you to hand over the men and 

women who broke into the peach forest today." 

 

"The men and women who break into the peach forest?" The guardian of heaven looked puzzled. 

"Today, only one dragon sneaked into the holy land of peach forest. At this time, it has become 

nourishment. We haven't met any men or women. " 

 

"Nonsense! Ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue have entered your house 

 

Yuwenji has no patience, at this time see protect Tianzun house refused to admit, heart fury. 

 

"Well! Do you mean that we heaven protectors cheat? " 

 

"Why get angry with the yellowmouth children? You know the reason why they are here. Since I am 

here today, I naturally hope that they will get what they want! "I promise." 

 

The Taoling ancestor brushed his face with a smile, but he bit the last two words very hard. 

 

"Well! We haven't seen any intruders, but today I'm entertaining distinguished guests in hutianzun 

mansion. Don't disturb me! " 

 

"VIP?" 

 

There was a smile in Taoling's eyes. 



 

"Hand over the people quickly, or I will step down your heaven protecting mansion today!" 

 

Yuwenji was filled with indignation and wanted to break into the palace directly. 

 

"What if I have to ask you to hand them over?" 

 

Taoling ancestor moriran's killing intention came to his eyes. He was never a good tempered man. 

 

"Well! You don't have that ability 

 

One of them, a tall protector of heaven, raised his eyebrows and looked disdainfully at Taoling ancestor. 

 

"Old three!" But soon, he was interrupted by the protector standing in the middle. 

 

"It seems that you are not going to abide by the agreement!" 

 

Taoling's ancestors were small bellied. At this time, they were infuriated to hear that the other party 

didn't give them face. 

 

"Father Taoling, I have always promised to protect the emperor. We once agreed that we would help as 

long as we didn't violate the laws and regulations of the emperor's mansion. Now, this noble guest has a 

noble status. Even if you say we destroy the promise, we will do our best to protect him." 

 

At this moment, people are angry! 

 

"Destroy the promise, destroy the promise, why say so high sounding!" Someone in the crowd said. 

 

And the third one of the guardians of heaven stepped out: "don't go too far, even if I want to destroy 

the promise of the guardians of heaven, what can you do for me?" 



 

"Old three! Don't say that again. " 

 

Standing in the middle, the protector of heaven can only look at the Taoling ancestor at this time: "the 

noble guest's status is extremely noble. We must protect the heaven and the house." 

 

For a moment, the atmosphere was dignified to the extreme. 

 

"Bai Mu, this is your master?" 

 

Yu Wen Ji sneered: "the protector of heaven also didn't give any face." 

 

Bai Mu's face was also white and red. He didn't expect that the house of protecting heaven had no face 

for Taoling ancestor. 

 

At this time, the strongman of shengtianfu secretly summoned a golden bird and explored into the 

palace from the side. 

 

At this time, I see people arguing and waiting for the return of the golden bird. 

 

"All right, everybody! Instead of arguing so much and wasting time, let's go in and look for it ourselves. " 

 

The golden bird flies back and nods to the strongman of the holy heaven. 

 

"Good! Guardian of heaven! We have made a promise of retribution. Today, I will take the promise of 

retribution as the carrier and ask you not to defend Ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue! " 

 

Taoling's ancestor said with gnashing teeth. At this time, he had to make a move. He thought that he 

could get three magic powers by virtue of his old friendship. It was a good deal. At this time, it seems 

that we need to pay the promise of heavenly retribution, which is really a big loss. 

 



"Big brother!" 

 

The guardians looked at the old man in the middle. 

 

The promise of heavenly retribution is not an ordinary promise. Once the promise is destroyed, it will 

suffer the disaster of heavenly retribution. Even if the cultivation reaches their level, there is no way to 

successfully survive the disaster. 

 

Xia Ruoxue had already heard the movement outside the door. At this time, she could no longer help 

but walk slowly towards the door. 

 

"Master, thank you for taking care of Ye Chen, but we can't let you suffer from God's punishment for us. 

If he wakes up, he won't agree!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue said that the breath of the master of the bright moon burst out, and her face like frost 

appeared: "let me have it here." 

 

The eyes of the guardians of heaven to Xia Ruoxue are full of respect. This woman, like the female 

warrior God of that year, will always guard the reincarnation Lord. 

 

"Little girl! Don't worry, we won't let anyone hurt that boy until he wakes up! " 

 

"Thank you, master!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue's whole body is full of brilliant moon source gas. Countless moon spirit power condenses into 

darts in front of her body, and her whole body exudes the supreme power of the moon, just like a God's 

residence. 

 

The rain is coming and the wind is blowing all over the building. All the powerful people have magic 

power in their hands.Floating in the mid air, Xia Ruoxue is still shining and beautiful. It's just the sad 

color between her eyebrows, which makes her feel sad and cool. 

 



"The way of the moon!" 

 

Cun Cun moon source gas rises from the foot of the people, countless reincarnation star flame burst out, 

which contains a trace of reincarnation blood power is also burning violently. 

 

"Blow it for me!" 

 

The fury of reincarnation is interwoven with the way of the bright moon. The bright moonlight, the blue 

reincarnation star flame, and the red reincarnation blood. 

 

The darts mixed with the moon's spiritual power accumulate and eject. For a moment, all the strong 

ones are suppressed. 

 

Xia Ruoxue doesn't have the slightest hesitation, directly used her strongest killing move! 

 

"I don't know how to live or die!" 

 

Yuwenji incarnation dragon shadow, unexpectedly to Xia Ruoxue's attack did not care, body shape a 

jump, already toward the hall of Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Xia Ruoxue doesn't have time to greet other strong men at this time. She shoots mingyueyuan sword in 

her hand and tries to shoot down yuwenji flying in the air. 

 

The dark and tough scales, and the protection of Wanlong scales, at this time yuwenji physical strength 

has exceeded everyone. 

 

The protector can't move, but he won't watch ye Chen cut off. 

 

A layer of peach blossom virtual shadow has accumulated in front of Ye Chen. 



 

"How dare you do it?" Taoling ancestor's huge wine gourd once again soared into the air. 

 

Strong reception of the gas, the layers of stamens do not absorb them. 

 

"Big brother!" 

 

The guardians of heaven are worried. 

 

"Don't do it, I'll guard him!" 

 

The venerable standing in the middle, at this time, the peach blossom breath lingers on his palms, 

intending to exchange his body for his life. 

 

…… 

 

Meanwhile, in the palace. 

 

Buzz, buzz! 

 

The resplendent essence and blood of Benming continuously release the vast golden light, which is 

buzzing, interweaved with runes and fairies, resplendent like a road. 

 

Indistinctly between, leaf Chen feels a few reincarnation spirit veins in the body, also be ready to move. 
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"The west is too white, reincarnation shines, all kinds of source gas, gather me!" 



 

Ye Chen's eyes are sharp, and he continues to refine this drop of blood essence. 

 

At this time, he already has six source runes, many divine veins, plus the blessing of this drop of life 

essence and blood, it will be easier. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

The drop of blood essence turned into wisps of gold. When the golden awn twisted, it evolved into 

swords, spears, swords, halberds, axes, axes, hammers, whips and other heavenly weapons. The endless 

power of reincarnation poured into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen only feels that his whole body is about to crack, and countless reincarnation golden light rushes 

into his body, which almost tears his body to pieces. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen's constitution is strong enough to bite his teeth. Ye Chen endure, the forehead 

drops of sweat fall. 

 

Gradually, all the golden light gathered in Dantian, and was completely absorbed by Ye Chen. 

 

Hum! Reincarnation blood evolved again! 

 

The second floor of Shiyuan! 

 

In the blink of an eye, ye Chen's cultivation broke through the second heaven! Even close to three days! 

 

It's an incredible advance! 

 



This is not only the ascent of cultivation, but also the whole power of Ye Chen's burned blood. 

 

Ye Chen heart sigh, this drop of this life essence blood, come at the right time! 

 

"Master! Let me do my own business! " 

 

Before the peach blossom palm of heaven protector was shot, ye Chen's voice was heard on his back. 

 

"Your injury..." 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly: "it has been recovered, because of me, let me have everything here." 

 

At this time, ye Chen is suspended in the sky. There is a golden light flowing between his eyes and 

eyebrows, and there is a strong reincarnation breath surging around him! 

 

Obviously from that drop of blood essence! 

 

At present, it is more suitable to use the method of reincarnation! 

 

"Samsara fist!" 

 

In the face of the Yuwen machine, ye Chen's eyes are full of murderous ideas. 

 

The fist and claw meet and collide to create a very rude Leibo! 

 

There are countless thunders coming from the void. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 



Xia Ruoxue is overjoyed to see ye Chen wake up. The way of the bright moon covers all the areas where 

she is. 

 

Yuwenji is attacked by this samsara fist, and the dragon is attacked violently. At this time, he looks at the 

empty thunder above his head. 

 

"It's a thunderbolt from a breakthrough!" 

 

The roaring thunder must not be the result of his collision with Ye Chen. Yuwenji didn't hesitate. Of 

course, he wanted to kill Ye Chen, but he obviously lost the best chance at this time. 

 

"Dark Dragon Temple, avoid thunder robbery!" 

 

For a moment, all the strong people heard yuwenji's extremely clear prompt, and their bodies scattered. 

 

Ye Chen raised a smile and looked at the enemy with dignity. The evil sword in his hand turned into a 

huge shadow in an instant! 

 

Boom! 

 

Against the clock, ye Chen has cut a move towards the earth with his sword. The ground is cracked, and 

countless flawless strong people who escape fall into the cracks of the ground one after another. 

 

"If snow!" 

 

Ye Chen instantly takes back the Sha sword and holds Xia Ruoxue in his arms, stepping through the void! 

Then the figure disappeared! 

 

Ye Chen is not stupid enough to deal with this group of people here! 

 

His state can only release that blow to frighten the other side! 



 

If it's a protracted battle, so many experts, even if he breaks through, it won't help! 

 

Everyone thought Ye Chen would stay and fight hard! But no one thought that ye Chen would just run 

away! 

 

"Damn it 

 

Yuwenji wants to see the direction of Ye Chen's escape. In the middle of the two, there is the space of 

thunder disaster. 

 

It doesn't help to chase after thunder robbery. 

 

The guardians of heaven look at Ye Chen's back. This young man is worthy of reincarnation, the Lord of 

reincarnation. The rising of cultivation can lead to such a level of thunder disaster. 

 

And with the help of thunder robbery, he succeeded in getting rid of these hostile strongmen one after 

another. Such scheming, such strength, can't be underestimated. 

 

Boom! 

 

Thunder disaster comes, and the fury of the void pressure accumulates a very grand atmosphere, which 

makes the strong dodge one after another. 

 

"Damn it 

 

Taoling ancestor didn't want to be baptized by the thunder at this time. The wine gourd made a light 

stroke in the void and disappeared in the light curtain. 

 

White wood looking at Taoling ancestor left back, at this time also have nothing to say, ye Chen escape, 

waiting for him will be what, he knows. 



 

But he failed, does not mean that the East emperor temple failed! 

 

The Lord of the East emperor's temple is playing a big game! 

 

A big game that can make ye Chen fall! 

 

After the thunder robbery, the strongman of shengtianfu immediately led the people to leave 

houtianzunfu. They still need to go back to report to tiancanniang. 

 

The dust settled. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time.Misty fall of the top of the clouds, Xia Ruoxue nestled in Ye Chen's arms, face is full of 

desolation. 

 

In the face of xuanjiyue, the goddess of mercy won the chance to escape for them with the power of self 

explosion. 

 

"Shifu, she..." 

 

Under the power of Shenluo Tianjian, all the causes and effects of teachers and apprentices turn into 

powder. 

 

Originally, this is a world of the jungle. In the face of absolute strength, any single road cultivation will 

become a joke. 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent expression is no longer, but pity and regret. Originally, he didn't like the goddess of 

mercy. It was just to see Xia Ruoxue's face. 

 



But at the critical moment, she implored him to take care of Ruo Xue at the cost of self explosion, which 

is also very sad! 

 

"Don't be sad, Ruo Xue. The mother of mercy doesn't want to see you like this. " 

 

"Shifu, she has been dormant in the Moon Palace for thousands of years, and her strength has just 

returned I It's all for me. " 

 

Ye Chen reaches out his hand to wipe the tears on Xia Ruoxue's cheek. No matter what 

misunderstanding he has with the goddess of mercy before, at this moment, he will record the death of 

the goddess of mercy on xuanjiyue's head. 

 

"Don't worry, I will avenge her anyway!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are firm. He and the master of fate are doomed to never die. 

 

"I believe you." 

 

Xia Ruoxue's slender fingers are tightly clasped on Ye Chen's fingers. All the time, she has never lost her 

trust in Ye Chen. 

 

"This time, you have absorbed the essence and blood of the reincarnation Lord. How much has your 

realm been improved?" 

 

"It's two-tier sky in Shiyuan. It's not far from three-tier sky." 

 

"But there is still a big gap between Taizhen realm and Taizhen realm. After Taizhen realm, every level of 

small realm is very different. If I don't burn the blood essence of Xuanyao, I guess I can only fight against 

the strong one in Taizhen realm!" 

 

Ye Chen says, stretch out a finger, increased this drop of this life essence blood, originally red 

reincarnation blood, at this time twinkle a gold awn. 



 

The golden light is shining, and the reincarnation is even more shocking. 

 

"I didn't expect that the blood essence of the reincarnation Lord has such power. Is that small box also a 

treasure?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue's eyes turn slightly. It's a container that can keep the essence and blood completely. I don't 

think it's anything. 

 

After her prompt, ye Chen quickly takes out the small box from reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"It doesn't look special." 

 

Xia Ruoxue is a little disappointed, which is obviously not an extremely rare treasure. 

 

"No, there seems to be something in it." 
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Ye Chen shows a touch of excitement. If the reincarnation Lord has other powers, it will be a timely help 

to him! 

 

"What's this?" 

 

Let Ye Chen accident is, hiding in the box sandwich, unexpectedly is a piece of iron. 

 

This piece of iron, less than the size of a palm, is thin and seems to break when pinched. Its shape is 

strange and unique. It looks like a saw but not a saw, and it looks like a knife but not a knife. 

 



"Try the power of spirit?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue suggested that maybe this artifact needs to be driven by spiritual power. 

 

"Well..." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, a trace of aura in his hand slowly penetrated into the iron. 

 

Hot, hot! But more tenacious than they thought. 

 

Ye Chen carefully looks at the shape of this piece of iron. It seems that he is familiar with it. Has he seen 

it anywhere? 

 

"It seems that when the Lord of reincarnation tested, I once saw a similar one. It was a key." 

 

"The key?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue takes the iron sheet from ye Chen's palm and observes carefully, looking for the clue of the 

suspected key. 

 

"Ye Chen, you see, there seems to be a trace of fracture here. Is this the half key cut off by external 

force?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue points the almost imperceptible fracture to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen frowned and his eyes were fixed. Sure enough, women's nature is to be more careful. It's 

estimated that only Xia Ruoxue can find this tiny fracture. 

 

"You're right! It's really half a key. " 

 



Ye Chen made a gesture with his hand. He saw the shape of the key in the test. The iron piece in front of 

him seemed to be its miniature version, and it was really only half of the shape. 

 

"What does it mean that the reincarnation lord left you this half key and put it together with the 

essence and blood of this life?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue seems to think of something in the dark, looking at Ye Chen's eyes is more cautious. 

 

"You think of it, too! Put together with such things as Benming's essence and blood, it only shows the 

importance of the key. Moreover, when the box was opened, Benming's essence and blood popped up 

by itself. Now, it can even be understood as a confusing behavior. If people are fighting for the box, they 

must think that the most important thing in the box is the essence and blood of their own life. " 

 

"That's right, so what the reincarnation master really wants to entrust to you is actually this half key." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. At this time, he had to admire the interlocking layout of his previous life. No matter 

whether the house of protecting heaven really guarded the square box, he made double insurance. 

 

"So the key must be the key to break the game. Moreover, I vaguely feel that this may play a central role 

in the whole layout of the reincarnation Lord. Maybe what the key is about to open will be the existence 

of adverse heaven. " 

 

Silent silence and thinking, ye Chen and Xia Ruoxue did not speak any more, with the final break 

approaching, in fact, everyone's heart is under a heavy burden. 

 

For example, the self explosion of the goddess of mercy, the dissipation of the emperor of taixuan array 

 

Under the long-term planning, too many people died. 

 

"You can't be passive any more." 

 



Ye Chen shakes his head. Every time he fights with the master of fate, he pays a great price. If he wants 

to thoroughly understand this situation, ye Chen knows that he must find the key to the layout of the 

reincarnation master as soon as possible and improve his strength. 

 

"Xuanxian, have you ever seen the key?" 

 

Xuanhanyu has always been able to answer questions for ye Chen and understand many mysteries of 

the universe and ancient times. At this time, ye Chen did not hesitate to ask xuanhanyu. 

 

Xuanhanyu's cold voice rang out: "never seen it. The key looks strange. I've never seen one like it in my 

life. " 

 

Ye Chen sighed silently in his heart, but he didn't give up. The flow of divine consciousness has come to 

the reincarnation cemetery again. 

 

"Dear predecessors, has anyone ever seen this piece of iron?" 

 

Ye Chen magnifies the iron sheet countless times on the whole reincarnation cemetery, trying to make 

all the great powers dormant in the cemetery clear at a glance and see the iron sheet clearly. 

 

Silence, still a long silence. 

 

Ye Chen is somewhat disappointed, but secretly admires the Lord of reincarnation. If this key is known 

by everyone, what is hidden in it may not be very important. 

 

But at this time, it also shows how precious the things in it are, that we need to be so careful to hide 

them. No one even knows the God of Xinghai. 

 

"Master, master, can you bring it closer to me?" 

 

Suddenly, in the graveyard, there was a faint voice. 

 



"Xiao Huang?" Ye Chen's heart is a joy, is this time, Xiao Huang himself can wake up? 

 

Curled up in the reincarnation cemetery, Xiao Huang still closed his eyes and didn't want to wake up. 

This is a dialogue between Shen Zhi and ye Chen. 

 

"Have you seen this piece of iron?" Ye Chen looks at Xiao Huang with a look of hope. Maybe Xiao Huang 

can provide clues about the key."It's like a half key, master." 

 

Huang's tone was full of hesitation, and he didn't seem to be particularly sure of his own judgment. 

 

"Yes, that's right. It's half a key. Do you know where the remaining half is?" 

 

Ye Chen is very happy and feels infinite hope. If Xiao Huang can tell the other half of the key, he will 

have more success in opening the secret behind him. 

 

"Well Let me see... " 

 

The voice of Xiao Huang's divine consciousness slowly weakens. As time goes by, ye Chen is restless and 

waiting. He is eager to know more clues. 

 

"Master, I haven't fully recovered my nightmare power. I can only vaguely remember that I once saw 

the other half of the key. This half of the key is related to the head of a hermit family." 

 

"The head of the hermit family?" 

 

"Yes, Tian family, a hermit family in heaven and man, seems to be headed by Tian Junke." 

 

"Tian Junke? Xiao Huang, when you wake up again, do you need the same natural resources and local 

treasures as last time? " 

 

"It should be less than last time. Master, you have to worry about me again." 



 

Xiao Huang's tone is a little self reproach. He thought that he could help his master as a double pupil 

nightmare, but he didn't expect to wake himself up by asking his master to sacrifice the magic power 

again and again. 

 

"No harm..." 

 

Ye Chen is light to smile a, but is some treasures magical power just, he Ye Chen has not yet put in the 

eye. 

 

"Don't worry, Xiao Huang. I will wake you up as soon as possible." 

 

Ye Chen can't bear to let this powerful trump card sleep in reincarnation cemetery all the time. 

 

Xiao Huang's voice didn't ring again, I think it was falling into a deep sleep again. 

 

Ye Chen chews Tian Junke these three words repeatedly, as if this can find out about his clue. 

 

"Boy, you don't have to be so sad. Although we don't know the key, we haven't heard of the Tian family, 

but..." 

 

The voice of the God of the sea of stars is suddenly sounded. 
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Ye Chen quickly stepped forward, "master, do you have a way?" 

 

"I have a good friend chongxiaozi, who knows the secret of the world for millions of years. If you can find 

him, he will give you the answer you want." 



 

"Master! Where is your friend? How can I find it! " 

 

Ye Chen anxiously rubbed his hands, some eager to try. 

 

"You boy, you are so impatient!" 

 

Although the God of Xinghai said so, a spirit jade God card has appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"With this spirit card as a guide, you can find him, but he is eccentric, and you have to be very careful." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and arched his hand: "thank you, master!" 

 

"Hermit Tian family?" Xia Ruoxue's eyebrows show a look of surprise. Unexpectedly, the other half of 

the key is found so soon. 

 

"Well, Ruo Xue, I'll go to find the elder chongxiaozi first, and then find the head of the Tian clan 

according to Xiao Huang." 

 

"I'll go with you?" 

 

Xia Ruoxue's beautiful eyes are worried, but ye Chen shakes his head. 

 

"You need to go back to taixuan array gate and tell them what happened. Moreover, master CI en has 

repeatedly told you that the most important thing for you now is to practice the moon law. When you 

get back to the gate of taixuan array, with Siqing in it, you can shut up at ease. " 

 

"But..." 

 



Xia Ruoxue's sad color shows, but she also knows that if she follows Ye Chen, it will only be ye Chen's 

burden. 

 

Master's hatred is not shared! She must also practice the moon law as soon as possible and ask 

xuanjiyue for justice. 

 

"Good!" 

 

"If snow, you don't give yourself too much pressure, everything has me." Ye Chen caresses Xia Ruoxue's 

beautiful face. 

 

But at the moment, Xia Ruoxue's beautiful eyes are only firm. 

 

…… 

 

There are always some unknown areas in the vastness of heaven and man. 

 

Yueling sea, a sea floating above the starry sky, is a blue liquid, reflecting the light of the world like the 

polar day. In the circulation, it rises from time to time, illuminating the dark sky. 

 

No one knows how it came into being, and no one knows who is in charge of the spirit sea. The vastness 

of the sea has surpassed many blessed places. 

 

However, no one has ever seen them come out alive. 

 

"Master chongxiaozi, do you live in such a place?" 

 

Ye Chen sighed that this sea area is extremely beautiful, but under this beautiful appearance, how many 

unknown risks are hidden? 

 

The blue sea is boundless, not even a grain of gravel, only the glittering sea water. 



 

Ye Chen stepped on the void, and the whole person had gone towards the sea. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

A little boy is light and smart, but it makes people feel a pressure, which is his invisible diffuse out. 

 

Ye Chen quickly stopped: "in the next ye Chen, under the guidance of master Xinghai God, he came to 

visit master chongxiaozi." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

The little boy's eyebrows even showed a touch of exploration that didn't match his age. 

 

Ye Chen is very quick to respond. The God of the sea of stars once said that his old friend has a strange 

temper. Isn't this person who looks like a little boy but has a sense of senility the elder chongxiaozi? 

 

"Young Ye Chen, I have met master chongxiaozi." 

 

"Ha ha ha, I didn't expect you to be so smart." 

 

The child's voice suddenly became powerful and bold, and then his long brown hair fluttered out, his 

eyes glowed purple, and his whole body was tall. 

 

A person's vitality, bone age, blood and other countless breath mixed together, ye Chen is now almost 

sure that even chongxiaozi's current appearance is not his real face. 

 

"Master, this is the keepsake of Xinghai God. To tell you the truth, I came here to ask for help." 

 

"Well! The old man, who is still in danger, still wants to help you with a keepsake? " 



 

When ye Chen said this, he knew that chongxiaozi was really in charge of the secret of the world, and 

the God of Xinghai was in the reincarnation cemetery. He picked up the information. 

 

Ye Chen hands the spirit card to Zhong Xiao Zi, but he just sweeps it slightly. 

 

"Tell me, what's the matter." 

 

Ye Chen also does not waste words, direct way: "is like this, younger generation want to know the 

heaven and man domain farmland family long farmland Jun Ke where." 

 

Chongxiaozi's face changed suddenly. His face was as blue as ink: "do you want to know something 

about the Tian family?" 

 

Ye Chen nods and sees chongxiaozi's reaction. He speculates that the Tian family may not be as simple 

as he imagined. 

 

Chongxiaozi took a step forward, reached out a palm and grasped it in the endless crystal clear sea. His 

palms and fingers glowed. Unexpectedly, from the blue sea, he caught a series of auspicious clouds, 

revealing the soul taking energy. 

 

"WowRuixia outside the barrier, will be wrapped in two people. 

 

"Next, I'll just say it once." 

 

Ye Chen nods repeatedly. Chongxiaozi, a master of absolute secret, is in his own territory. He should be 

careful when talking about the Tian family. It seems that the Tian family must be involved in many 

causes and effects. 

 

"The Tian family has been in seclusion for thousands of years. It has long been nothing more than asking 

about heaven and man, but it has countless connections with the alchemists. It is said that the Tian 

family has guarded the Supreme xuanming iron for generations. This iron was once cast into ten source 

soldiers by the alchemists, and its power is boundless. Because there are countless people who want to 



take it for themselves, whether they are the strong in the supreme world or among the people in this 

day. " 

 

"Refined Protoss?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and remembered the death of Lian Shen Gu Qi. At this time, he could not help but feel 

some emotion when he heard about Lian Shen. 

 

"However, the Tian family has its own inside information to guard the supreme things. It's said that he 

had been fighting for many times, but eventually he guarded the Supreme xuanming iron in the Tian 

family. " 

 

"Do you know the details about Tian Junke?" 

 

"naturally, Tian Junke is different from the Tian family in his low-key and secluded life. Tian Junke is the 

head of the Tian family at that time. He once touched the boundary of the superior several times, but he 

was seriously injured in the first World War ten thousand years ago, and then suddenly disappeared into 

heaven and man, and never appeared again." 

 

"What happened ten thousand years ago, don't you know?" 

 

Chongxiaozi shook his head: "no one knows, but what can make him restrain his temperament must be 

extremely important." 

 

"Well, thank you for telling me." 

 

"If you want to break into the Tian family, it's more difficult than going to heaven." 

 

"Even if it's harder than going to heaven, I'll try my best." 

 

Ye Chen says decidedly, this is the hope that he finds another half key, anyway he won't give up. 

 



"You look like the reincarnation Lord of the first life." 

 

Sure enough, there was nothing to hide from chongxiaozi. It seemed that there was no secret he didn't 

know. 
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Ye Chen could not help admiring: "I have no choice However, my predecessors really know everything 

about astronomy and geography. " 

 

Chongxiaozi shook his head: "you don't have to compliment me, but my old friend, please take care of 

me." 

 

"Master, you are too serious. You have always been the God of Xinghai to protect me." 

 

"Well, you go." 

 

Chongxiaozi waved his hand, and the rune flow lingered between his palms and fingers. A small plate of 

Linghai had appeared in his hand. 

 

The countless symbols, flashing energy light curtain, jump to yechen body. 

 

"The Tian family is rigid and pedantic. If you can talk to Tian Junke directly, it's easy to say everything." 

 

Chongxiaozi has gone away with his back, but his figure slowly shrinks in the flight, and returns to the 

appearance of a little boy again. 

 

Originally guarding the light curtain behind Ye Chen, I don't know when it has been turned into a water 

stream and merged into the vast sea of spirit. 

 



It's really a great power. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time. 

 

In the Queen's palace, xuanjiyue looks pale, but she underestimates the power of the goddess of mercy. 

 

"This old bitch! I didn't expect that she would become so cruel and cruel after ten thousand years of 

absence." 

 

The strong air of destiny crape myrtle was suspended and poured down from the void, infiltrating 

xuanjiyue's whole body. 

 

"I didn't expect that her moon source method had reached such a high level of cultivation. Fortunately, 

her control of the moon source method was not perfect. Otherwise, this time, I would have capsized in 

the sewer!" 

 

After breaking the secret of the moon rule, xuanjiyue discovered that the killing move that the goddess 

of mercy had been hiding all the time. At the moment when the secret of the moon rule was broken, the 

gathered energy of the moon gathered again and launched another attack against her. 

 

If it wasn't for the protection of Shenluo Tianjian and the blessing of extreme Qi luck, she would be hurt 

more and more and consume a lot. 

 

"Your Majesty, why be so angry." 

 

Incomparably charming voice came from behind xuanjiyue. Her hands, as if weak and boneless, rubbed 

gently on xuanjiyue's temple. 

 

"Hum, I want to find a way to improve the power of Shenluo Tianjian! This time, ye Chen's strength has 

been improved. It's amazing that he has such a talent for growth. " 



 

"Your Majesty, why should you worry about the ants embracing you as a towering tree? No matter how 

you grow up, it's just a mantis in front of you. " 

 

The soft voice of the beauty gently echoed xuanjiyue. 

 

"You don't have to tell me that it's nice. I don't believe you can't see ye Chen's growth potential." 

 

"Your Majesty." The woman, like a coquettish, made a gesture of apology to xuanjiyue, "if your majesty 

really wants to improve Shenluo Tianjian, there may be a way for you." 

 

"Oh? Let's hear it. " 

 

Xuanjiyue seems to be kneaded by her very comfortable, showing a pleasant smile, the empress's grace. 

 

"Your Majesty, have you ever heard of xuanming iron 

 

Xuanji month smell speech, pushed away that woman's pressing hand, look some joy. 

 

You mean, it's said that the supreme deity, the Supreme xuanming iron, was suppressed by the Tian 

family at that time? 

 

"Your Majesty, that's not a rumor." Women light shallow smile, but very determined. 

 

Xuanjiyue looked at her, smile spread again, the Queen's demeanor in a moment, looking forward to 

life. 

 

"I forgot that you were born in the field." 

 

"Your Majesty, yu'er is no longer a member of the Tian family. I'd like to be your maid forever." 



 

"Since you have entered my queen's palace, you are my xuanjiyue's person. Even if Tian Junke comes 

here in person, he will never take you back to Tian's house." 

 

The woman's eyes and eyebrows are warm. Tian family, she doesn't want to step in again in her life. 

 

"Thank you, your majesty. In fact, the Tian family only cares more than guards for the Supreme 

xuanming iron. At that time, Tian's ancestors were favored by the refining Protoss and shouldered the 

responsibility of guarding the Supreme xuanming iron. The supreme strongman once left three parties 

to test. " 

 

"You mean you can get it directly?" 

 

"No, these three trials can only be left to those who are approved by the refined Protoss." 

 

"Who is recognized by the protoss?" 

 

"Popular point is with the refining protoss have cause and effect of people, or get their inheritance." 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyebrows were twisted. She said that she didn't say that the refining Protoss was far away 

from the Supreme Court, where was the cause and effect. 

 

"Don't be angry, your majesty. The fish knows something about it." 

 

Xuanjiyue glared at her: "you've learned to play tricks." 

 

"I dare not. Hong Tianjing, the supreme supreme supreme power in those years, killed the master of the 

heart demon of the last life. What he wore was the fierce armor made by the Supreme xuanming iron. 

So the master of the heart devil followed the Taishang xuanming iron with a trace of cause and effect. " 

 

"Do you mean that the emperor Shitian can also be regarded as a person who can open the trial?" 



 

"Well, he is qualified, but emperor Shi Tianyin is soft and treacherous. He is just like a tiger for his 

skin.""Ha ha, will I be afraid of him?" 

 

"Naturally, you won't be afraid of him. The Tian family has a rich foundation. If there is an emperor 

Shitian who can take part in the war, you will have more chances of winning the Supreme xuanming 

iron." 

 

"Good. You send a letter to him for me. If he can help me capture the Supreme xuanming iron this time, 

I will certainly have great benefits for him. " 

 

"What do you mean?" 

 

The maid named yu'er showed a strange smile, "Your Majesty is mighty!" 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Diyuan hall. 

 

In a hut, a man with black robes and white hair sat in it. 

 

He was full of demons, and countless runes were flowing around him. 

 

Weird to the extreme. 

 

At this time, the black robed white haired man opened his eyes, and the heart magic Rune disappeared. 

 

In front of him, the void was torn, and a flying letter came directly back and forth. 

 

Emperor Shitian holds Feixin and feels it slightly, and his eyes suddenly fluctuate. 



 

His mouth outlines a faint smile: "cooperation?" 

 

"I didn't want to cooperate with you xuanjiyue, but it's good for me. I have to go." 

 

"Tian family, it's time to come out." 

 

Language falls, Emperor Shi Tian's body turns into a dark shadow, dissipates between heaven and earth. 

 

…… 

 

Two hours later. 

 

Heaven and man, a secret place. 

 

"Crackle, crackle!" 

 

In the reclusive Tian family, where the world has been closed for thousands of years, there is a figure. At 

this time, the muscles, skin, flesh and blood turn into gold, and the body suddenly expands into a two 

Zhang tall yellow giant. 

 

This is the archaic golden body curse. 

 

The twelve magic powers of the Tian family are all mysterious means. 

 

However, there are only a few talents who can cultivate successfully. 

 

The archaic golden body mantra, as the first of the twelve magical powers, is even more difficult to 

cultivate. Tian Junke admits that he is a demon in martial arts, but it took nearly ten thousand years to 

cultivate this magical power. 



 

"Patriarch, there's an intruder!" 

 

The servants of the Tian family knocked on the rickety wooden door, but the voice was extremely 

urgent. 
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"Who?" 

 

However, Tian Junke just raised his eyebrows slightly. His Tian family had been indifferent to the world 

for a long time, and gradually disappeared into the human realm of this day. Up to now, those who can 

remember them or even find them must be old friends. 

 

"It's the master of fate and the master of this life's demons." 

 

"The Lord of the devil?" 

 

Hearing this name, Tian Junke's eyebrows wrinkled slightly. The Tian family had known about Shitian, 

the Lord of this world's demons for a long time. They just heard that he was hiding his whereabouts and 

came out as Diyuan hall. Now, don't they plan to continue to cover up his identity? 

 

"They want us to hand over the Supreme xuanming iron." 

 

"Well, go and call the four elders." 

 

Tian Junke doesn't seem to be worried. He already knows the purpose of the two men. 

 

"Yes, patriarch." 



 

The servant hurried to the back mountain. The small world of Tian family chose very carefully. The back 

mountain is full of spiritual connections. The place of outstanding people is the blessed place for the 

later generations to practice. 

 

"Today, our Tian family dances with cranes and birds. This is the scene of distinguished guests. I just 

don't know that it was the Lord of fate who came. It really made my family shine. " 

 

Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian stand on the void, overlooking a peaceful land of Tianjia. 

 

"The owner of the Tian family really has a way of treating guests, so I don't talk nonsense." 

 

Xuanjiyue is possessed by the golden light behind her, and the majestic appearance of the empress has 

moved countless children of the Tian family. 

 

"I heard that the Tian family has been guarding the Supreme xuanming iron for generations, but they 

have been collecting good objects, so it is inevitable that they can't play their real power. I think the 

owner of the Tian family is also a person who cherishes and cherishes talents. I intend to use this 

supreme xuanming iron to give full play to its power, so that good things will no longer be covered with 

dust. " 

 

Tian Junke, the head of the Tian clan, raised his eyebrows: "Oh? It turns out that you two are coming for 

the Supreme xuanming iron. Unfortunately, the Supreme xuanming iron was stolen by thieves 

thousands of years ago. I have been tracking it for tens of thousands of years, but I still have no harvest. 

" 

 

"I've been in the field of people for a long time, and I haven't heard of anyone who can take advantage 

of the Tian family. Maybe the owner of the Tian family likes to joke." 

 

Emperor Shitian's smile rippling out, looking at Tian Junke's eyes revealed a little bit of threat. 

 

No matter what, today, his emperor Shitian must get it! 

 



However, Tian Junke was still indifferent. Instead, he said, "it's strange that the queen of destiny may be 

familiar with the thief who stole the Supreme xuanming iron." 

 

Xuanjiyue listens to his words, the corner of his mouth is one hook, but on the face is to show a trace of 

satirical smile. 

 

"At that time, there was a sin in the Tian family. It seemed that it was to help the thief who stole the 

Supreme xuanming iron escape. At last, he was afraid of the Tian family law and seemed to run to the 

Queen's temple." 

 

Tian Jun Ke PI continued with a smile: "I don't know if the queen of destiny has brought her here this 

time? You know, she's carrying a few lives of my family. " 

 

Xuanjiyue's sulky color gradually rises. She doesn't plan to fight directly, but the other side shows a face 

that doesn't help her. It really makes her angry, and the Shenluo Tianjian in her hand has already 

appeared. 

 

"Miss Xuan, don't worry. Since you want to join me, you don't want to fight." 

 

Emperor Shitian gently shakes his head, indicating xuanjiyue not to act rashly. Although they had been 

fighting each other before, the loss is painful. At this time, there is no need to get angry for Tian Junke's 

sarcasm. 

 

"It's hard for the empress to say that. There are so many dogs in the temple. How can you remember 

each dog's name. But now that I'm here together, I naturally know about the test of the Protoss. " 

 

The last few words of emperor Shi Tianjiang were very hard to bite. 

 

"Oh? We all know about the test of the Protoss. It seems that the dog raised by the queen is really loyal. 

" 

 

Tian Junke has a touch of disdain and resentment in his eyes. For the woman named yu'er under Xuan 

Jiyue, if he has a chance, he will kill her personally. 



 

"Now that we all know, why don't we open the window and tell the truth. When will these three trials 

start? " 

 

The giant shadow of the demons on the emperor Shitian's body rose slowly, like the curtain of night, and 

forced to cover the whole Tian family. 

 

"It's not my Tian family's intention to break the promise, master of the demons. But ten thousand years 

ago, the thief stole the divine object that opened the trial array. Now there is no way." 

 

Xuanjiyue had already lost a trace of patience. Her Majesty, the empress of the hall, was hindered in 

front of such a simple clan leader. She said how to command the fate of all people! 

 

"So, you don't want to give it to the emperor!" 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyes narrowed slightly at this time. Everyone who knew her well knew that this was the 

signal before she started. The grand empress's Holy Spirit burst out in the void after this sentence. 

 

Tian Junke seems to have been ready for such a scene. Without hesitation, he stepped back. The four 

elders who had just arrived in taizhenjing had already stood in front of him. 

 

"Miss Xuan."Emperor Shitian saw this, but he calmly smile: "at this time, we take the initiative, if they 

are not willing to give, then we might as well call more friends to share a share." 

 

Insidious as the master of the devil, always pass the danger on to others, he is light behind, steal the last 

profit. 

 

"You're right!" 

 

Xuanjiyue nodded immediately. Before the battle with the goddess of mercy, although she temporarily 

suppressed Ye Chen, she was still damaged by the self explosion of the goddess of mercy. 

 



It is indeed not appropriate to fight again at this time. 

 

"Take a break. I'll share the news of the hermit Tian family with other forces." 

 

The emperor Shitian pointed a little, and the dark power of the heart demon on his fingertip condensed 

into a throne, which was falling behind xuanjiyue. 

 

Xuanjiyue didn't refuse. She took a long robe and sat down. Her eyes were just like the queen who 

looked at everything. The golden and purple light was shining on the black throne. Even the emperor 

Shitian, who was standing beside her, was not as strong as xuanjiyue. 

 

It has to be said that after the slaughtering meeting, the relationship between the two has changed 

subtly. 

 

Just then! 

 

"I can't be short of the old man for such a chance." 

 

A rude voice from the sky! 

 

Emperor Shitian showed a satisfied smile. His news did not hesitate to inform some of the strong people 

who were nearby. 

 

Moreover, most of these strong people are not reasonable, martial arts and ethics. They have to take 

possession of all the treasures. 

 

"Who dares to be presumptuous in my farm?" 

 

The four elders have been iron and green for tens of thousands of years, and no one has been able to 

act so recklessly in the Tian family. 

 



"Wow 

 

A circle of golden ripples, the law of the four elders in the top of the head, rippling out. 
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The master of the rude voice, holding a huge axe, was shocked by a huge force and fell directly on the 

side of the emperor Shitian. He staggered back and nearly fell to the ground. 

 

The arm holding the Tomahawk was numb with pain, as if it was going to be cut off, shaking constantly. 

 

"I want to be wild in my field. Do you really think there is no one in heaven and man?" 

 

Tian Wei, one of the four elders, takes a step forward, embraces his chest with both hands, and looks at 

the void around him. 

 

"Now that they are all here, why hide your head and show your tail?" 

 

On the void, countless cracks disintegrated after his words, and all powerful people came in from behind 

the cracks. 

 

The whole Tian family was surrounded. 

 

Tian Wei obviously didn't expect that there were so many strong people hiding behind this, and his face 

showed a look of shock. 

 

"I didn't expect that the Tian family, after tens of thousands of years, could have caused such an uproar 

on this day!" 

 



Tian Junke didn't have a trace of fear. He put his hands behind him and sighed with self mockery. 

 

"The Tian family has been independent for thousands of years, and it's also outrageous to keep so many 

treasures. It's better to let Lao Jiu choose one or two, which can be regarded as the benefit of heaven 

and man!" 

 

A man of incomparable stature roared, leaping directly from the void and heading for Tian Wei. He 

boxed at Tian Wei. His strength was extremely powerful and domineering! At least too true! 

 

Tian Wei's palms turned into red gold and copper bones. He even welcomed them with his palms. 

 

"Touch!" 

 

Endless power surging! 

 

Tian Wei flies out like a scarecrow, his palms are dripping with blood, and the original hard red gold and 

copper bones are scattered. He is defeated by the big man. 

 

The other three elders of the Tian family have dilated their pupils and are shocked. Tian Wei is famous 

for his power all the time. At this time, he was defeated by this man. 

 

This blow, too overbearing! 

 

"Those who stand in my way, die!" 

 

The man's eyes were cold, and his pupils were full of greed. The rules were surging, and then he made a 

fist and turned to bombard the other three Tian elders. 

 

The three elders of the Tian family radiated brilliant golden light around their bodies, which condensed 

into nine layers of light masks. Combined with the strength of the three, they shouldered the blow. 

 



"Bang bang!" 

 

The light mask was broken layer by layer until the fifth layer. There was only a layer of fine grain on the 

cloth, but it didn't break directly. 

 

This light shield ranks sixth in Tianjia's twelve magic powers, but it is the strongest means of protection. 

 

In fact, there are a lot of inscriptions and incantations on the surface of the light, and each layer is 

comparable to a defensive array. At this time, because of this fist, it broke nearly five layers. It can be 

seen that the power of this fist is unmatched. 

 

The burly man raised his head to the sky and roared, his hair flying up and out again. 

 

"Bang bang!" 

 

The three-layer light shield was broken again and turned into light spots and fell to the ground. 

 

The three elders looked at the light shield. At this time, they were shocked by the impact again and 

again, and they all retreated. 

 

However, after the three punches, the man obviously reached the limit. He turned his head to see the 

eye emperor Shitian and stepped back. 

 

At this time, people have many eyes, and he can't use up his last breath, so as not to become the fish on 

the sticky board of others. 

 

But at this time, the Tian family all looked at the man in fear. This kind of fierce and fearless fist 

technique seemed to break people apart. The key point was that the opponent's whole body was 

surging with the meaning of the law, and there was a sense of destruction! 

 

Seeing this, Emperor Shitian began to smile faintly: "it seems that the Tian family is just like this. Miss 

Xuan, it seems that today's harvest is not just the Supreme xuanming iron." 



 

It seems that the whole Tian family has been regarded as something in the bag. 

 

"The Supreme xuanming iron belongs to me, and the rest belongs to you." 

 

Xuanjiyue didn't mean to be polite to him. She has plenty of treasures. Now she only wants the Supreme 

xuanming iron. 

 

"Free floating pagoda!" 

 

Tian Kun, the elder of the Tian family, is burning with anger in his heart. He must kill Shitian and 

xuanjiyue to save face for the Tian family. 

 

On the palm of his hand, the free pagoda like a mountain revolves slowly. Here, like a blue fog dragon, 

hovers around the pagoda. 

 

If ye Chen were here, he would feel that there was a subtle connection between this free pagoda and his 

eight pagodas. 

 

"Free floating Tu tower? It's just right for the Buddha to practice! " 

 

the old man in a Taoist robe, with floating dust around his hands, saw the free floating Tu pagoda, his 

eyes were scattered, and he walked briskly in front of Tian Kun. With a roll of floating dust in his hands, 

he was about to involve the magic soldier in his hands 

 

" when did you become such a shameless Taoist in heaven and man? " 

 

Tian Kun's eyes shrunk. It was the first time he saw such a shameless person. 

 

But the old Taoist said shamelessly: "the treasure in the world, who can get it, everyone is innocent, 

have me to bear the sin for you, you should thank me!""Bah!" 



 

The mighty supreme power of the free pagoda erupted, making the source gas accumulate disorderly in 

this small world. 

 

Laodao's floating dust is like ice, like maggots attached to bones, winding on Tian Kun's arm. 

 

Fututa had come to the head of Taoist priest and suppressed him below. 

 

Lao Tao clenched his teeth and tried his best to overturn Tian Kun in the middle of the week. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

A roar of anger to the extreme, at this moment, Lao Dao's power increased several times, and directly 

threw the free futu tower away. 

 

The other two elders of the Tian family saw this. One of them snatched the free floating Tu pagoda, and 

the other hand made a seal. They didn't know how much source Qi and rules were shuttling on their 

fingers, forming a series of seal characters and hitting the old Taoist. 

 

"To bully more than less is no hero! I'll help you! " 

 

Another strong one has already joined the war and entangled the other two Tian elders. 

 

For a moment, the scene entered into a scuffle. 

 

Emperor Shitian lurks in the dark, like a yellow sparrow standing behind a mantis. 

 

Tian Junke, the head of the Tian clan, looked at the status quo of the elders. He didn't expect that the 

martial arts of heaven and man had changed in ten thousand years, and the martial arts of heaven and 

man had declined, which created these fierce and fearless monks. 

 



Originally, he thought that the emperor Shitian didn't call such forces as xuanyimen and tiandian, so he 

took it lightly. At this time, he just knew that the real purpose of the emperor Shitian was to help them 

pave the way by making use of the fierce greed of the scattered cultivators. 

 

It's a good calculation. 

 

"That's not enough." 

 

Xuanjiyue looked at the overwhelming situation and slowly shook her head, "the fish said that the Tian 

family has a side to guard the big array. If they can't break the big array, they are like a turtle in the 

shell." 

 

Emperor Shitian nodded: "don't worry, Miss Xuan. I'm naturally prepared." 

 

Xuanjiyue nodded, but she felt a little heavy in her heart. The emperor Shitian didn't know much about 

the Tian family than he did. This time, he promised himself that there might be some other wishful 

thinking. 
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At the moment, Tian family's life and death is only between one thought! 

 

A dignified atmosphere enveloped the whole Tian family! 

 

"Patriarch! What to do! " 

 

The servants of the Tian family looked at the defeat of the four elders and looked very worried. 

 

"They are ordered to withdraw to the great array. Now they can only be guarded by the array." 

 



Tian Junke sighed in silence. The other party's trip was so abundant that he was afraid that the mountain 

protection battle would not be able to resist. 

 

"Patriarch, these conspiracy means of scattered cultivation can't be used up. They are not the right way, 

but they are very harmful!" 

 

Tian Kun shakes his head. Although they have been closed for many years, they don't give up their 

practice, but they don't really practice. Facing each other's killing intention, the orthodox martial arts 

are really hard to deal with. 

 

"Well, I see. You should take a rest first." 

 

Tian Junke shook his robe and looked up at Shitian and xuanjiyue. 

 

"Empress destiny, I heard that you sacrificed thousands of people at the Tusheng meeting, and then you 

escaped from the master of the heart devil. At this time, cooperating with him is tantamount to seeking 

skin with a tiger." 

 

Xuanjiyue seemed to have been prepared for a long time. Her eyes didn't turn for a moment, but she 

just smile: "if you don't say something, I almost forget it." 

 

Of course, Tian Junke doesn't think that he can stir up internal strife between the two people in a few 

words. 

 

"But since you know about my sacrifice, you should also know that I must get what I want." 

 

The blue reincarnation flame in xuanjiyue's eyes flashed by, and the fate of crape myrtle lingered around 

her. 

 

"What Miss Xuan wants, I will do my best." 

 



Emperor Shitian had a calm smile on his face. It seemed that the protagonist of the Tusheng meeting 

was not like him. With a little finger, he walked out of the void again. 

 

It was a woman, a woman like a ghost. 

 

Qianli's figure, cyan skirt, pretty face, holding a long knife still dripping blood, she is like a ghost, the 

figure seems to be transparent, like a phantom. 

 

"Break this array!" 

 

The emperor released a trace of demonic power to the woman's eyes, which turned out to be the doll 

he had taken away. 

 

"Yes, master." 

 

That bright soul shadow, the vision is dull, some hesitant nodded, the long knife high raised overhead. 

 

Countless light spots fly out in her long knife. 

 

The sky was covered with dark clouds, thunder and lightning, and the attack power fell down one after 

another, striking on the array. 

 

This woman turned out to be a strong man in taizhenjing. 

 

"Break it for me!" 

 

On the blade of the long sword, there is a layer of golden light, and it cuts hard at the big guard array 

which is wrapped with the Tian family. 

 

"Bang!" 



 

This protection array, which has accumulated power, has broken a corner. 

 

All the Tian family members in the array are shocked. The array they rely on all the time is shattered by 

the woman's blow. 

 

The dark clouds receded, and the broken corner formed a huge hole, from which countless vast and 

fatalistic Qi of crape myrtle poured down. 

 

At the same time, Tian Junke's body is covered with a layer of scarlet cassock, and there are golden lines 

shining, which is obviously a good law artifact. 

 

He pulled hard, and the scarlet cassock turned into countless pieces in an instant and went towards the 

broken corner. 

 

"Stop it!" 

 

The fragments of the cassock turned into pieces, each piece turned into a layer of array circle, one layer 

after another, buckled on the broken array, trying to intercept all the fate of crape myrtle. 

 

"It's late." Emperor Shitian showed a satisfied smile. He was very satisfied with his latest work. 

 

The woman's broadsword came out again, and a lot of evil spirit gushed out, which made the 

broadsword's blessing invincible. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

A series of explosions, one after another aperture so broken down. 

 

"Archaic method, sweeping the world!" 

 



In Tian Junke's eyes, the fire is burning. 

 

In an instant, six light gates with a height of 100 Zhang appeared in the six directions of women. A large 

amount of heaven and earth source gas and the force of heaven and earth rules gathered towards the 

light. 

 

With the woman as the center, it was dark for thousands of miles. There were only six light doors, but 

they were shining. 

 

Emperor Shitian's face was frozen. This kind of divine power can't be dealt with by a single person. 

 

"Taigu six gates, greedy word gate!" 

 

Tian Junke didn't plan to give the woman any time to react. He had already knocked out one of the light 

doors and hit the woman hard. 

 

The woman didn't flinch at all. With a long sword in her hand, she directly resisted with the force of 

dawn. 

 

With a roar of two waves, countless Tian family members with low accomplishments lost the protection 

of Da Zhen and turned into powder in this instant. 

 

Tian Junke's face sank. He didn't expect that the other party could force him to such a state. If he 

continued to resist, countless Tian family members would die under his power.It's hard to walk on both 

sides! 

 

"poof..." 

 

As the head of the clan, Tian Junke takes protecting the clan as his own duty. At this time, even if he is in 

danger of backfire, he has to take the other five light gates back into his body. 

 

"Patriarch!" 



 

The four elders obviously realized the reason why the clan leader suddenly accepted the recruitment by 

himself. At this time, they only hated that they had not fought for many years and lost the heart of 

pursuing martial arts. The loss in the first World War was too great, and they had no ability to protect 

the clan at this time. 

 

"Ha ha, Tian Junke, since you take the initiative to accept the move, you should hand over the Supreme 

xuanming iron. I can still save your people's lives." 

 

Emperor Shitian waved his hand and brought the injured and comatose woman to one side of the world. 

 

"Is it?" 

 

Tian Junke's mouth slowly shed a touch of blood, but there was a flash of cold light in his eyes. 

 

"Do you want me to give up? A fool talks about a dream 

 

Bang! 

 

Tian Junke suddenly took out an object from his arms and threw it to the emperor Shitian. 

 

The object, like a sharp blade, broke out of the air. The emperor Shitian didn't expect that the other side 

had the power to fight back, so he quickly dodged. 

 

"Rowing!" 

 

The object didn't explode as he expected, but at the moment when it collided with the Tianjia guard 

array, it turned into a huge ghost tortoise shell. 

 

The huge tortoise shell turned into a part of the great array, and the collapsed array was covered up 

again. 



 

Xuanjiyue was very angry when she saw this. The Tian family had rich information. If she had been 

crouching in the turtle shell, what would she do if she didn't come out! 

 

"Don't worry, Miss Xuan. If we can split it once, we can split it twice. I don't believe they have so much 

information that they can work hard to protect the formation all the time." 

 

Xuanjiyue urged: "if it's too late, it's better to change as soon as possible." 

 

…… 

 

In the Tian family. 

 

"Patriarch, are you ok?" 

 

Four elders gathered to guard Tian Junke. 

 

"I'm fine. I'm just borrowing the archaic tortoise to protect it for a while. If even the archaic tortoise's 

defense is broken by the master of mind and destiny, it's really hopeless." 

 

"Is this really the day when our Tian family exterminated?" 

 

The people's faces are bitter. The Supreme xuanming iron, which has been guarded for thousands of 

years, is a disaster or a blessing for their family. 

Chapter 5439 

 

 

 

"Tian Kun, take the firewood disciples and retreat to the jiuceng cave. No matter what happens outside, 

don't come out." 



 

Tian Junke's face is very solemn at this time. For him, how to leave some hope for the Tian family is the 

most important thing to think about at this time. 

 

"Patriarch, the Supreme xuanming iron is a pile of useless scrap iron for us. Why should we take the 

whole family's life for this?" 

 

"Shut up 

 

When Tian Junke heard this, his dignified eyes swept to the elder. 

 

"Don't let me hear you say that in the future! My Tian family is committed to their promise and will 

never forget their vows because of their own honor or disgrace. " 

 

"I did." The elder showed a cold, helpless eyes. 

 

"Patriarch, I can still fight a battle. Let Tian Wei send his disciples back to the ninth floor cave." 

 

"Elder! I'm afraid Tian Wei has a bad life. You should send them in. " 

 

This is the only chance to survive, but at this time the elders are not afraid of death. 

 

"Don't say any more. Tian Kun, you are the elder. You have to shoulder more responsibility. This group 

of disciples will be handed over to you." 

 

Then Tian Junke waved to them to step down, and he himself looked at the emperor Shitian from a 

distance through the transparent array. 

 

On the void, in the cracks torn before, a pair of indifferent eyes are carefully observing the surrounding. 

 



Ye Chen, with the guidance given by chongxiaozi, had arrived here long before the ghost of emperor 

Shitian appeared. 

 

But in this continuous scuffle, Emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue are two killing gods. He is a little lonely and 

can't show up easily. 

 

Although he is crazy, he also knows that if he does it now, it will be a dead end! 

 

At this time, wrapped by still water bead and shadowing technique, he dares to go through the void 

crack and carefully see if there is any space to drill into. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, above the sky. 

 

"I have no patience. Do you want to wait for all the people of the Tian family to run away before you do 

it?" 

 

Xuanjiyue hums and says that she originally wanted to see what medicine was sold in the gourd of 

emperor Shitian. At this time, she doesn't want to waste her time in the face of the available xuanming 

iron. 

 

"Miss Xuan, she's getting more and more anxious recently." 

 

Emperor Shitian shows a smile, which makes xuanjiyue more angry. 

 

"Shenluo Tianjian!" 

 

Xuanjiyue sprang up, and her figure had fallen into the air. The vigorous winds gathered together, and 

countless purple and Golden Air condensed into a brilliant fire. 

 



In every fire, there are millions of vigorous winds. 

 

Every strong wind has the power to split the mountains! 

 

Xuanjiyue perched in the sky, issued a majestic voice, "break it for me!" 

 

Boom! 

 

The shadow of the tortoise became more and more dim under the impact of the vigorous wind. 

 

In a flash, thousands of miles around are changing colors, a queen's supremacy, fell on every inch of 

land, every Tian family, people feel suffocated. 

 

Xuanjiyue waves her hand, and Shenluo Tianjian cuts it down! 

 

"Broken!" 

 

The shadow of the supreme tortoise disappeared completely. Without the protection of the supreme 

tortoise, the Tian family once again revealed the big battle without a corner. 

 

"Tian Junke, hand over the Supreme xuanming iron, the whole Tian family, I will only kill you." 

 

Xuanjiyue's cold voice rings out. Killing Tian Junke can be regarded as a reward for providing information 

to fish. 

 

In the face of xuanjiyue, the arrogant power of the queen, the extreme blessing of the Lord of destiny, 

and the Shenluo Heavenly Sword, Tian Junke could only save his own life even if he practiced the archaic 

golden body curse to the extreme. 

 

In the face of absolute strength, to block with a physical body is tantamount to a mantis arm blocking 

the car. 



 

Tian family looked at the patriarch's face, already dead. 

 

It's impossible for the Tian family to break their promise. 

 

But at the moment, hidden in the still water bead, ye Chen's eyes are dignified to the extreme. Now the 

Tian family must have reached the most difficult moment. 

 

However, there are so many Taizhen strongmen who are hard to beat with two fists and four hands. Just 

one xuanjiyue is enough for him to use up all his cards. 

 

But did you watch the collapse of the Tian family? 

 

The other half of the key, there is really no chance! 

 

as like as two peas in his heart, he did not even know what the experience of Tian family was at that 

time. 

 

Tian jiamingming has been in seclusion for tens of thousands of years. How can he be targeted by so 

many powerful people at the same time. 

 

It must be the ghost of emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue! 

 

Ye Chen is very sure of his guess, but how can he deal with it to save Tian Junke?"Boy 

 

Suddenly, in the reincarnation cemetery, a strange and extremely vicissitudes voice came out. 

 

This is not the voice of the star sea god! 

 

It's not any other voice that can arouse great power! 



 

Ye Chen's heart reads a move, no longer hesitates, already arrived in reincarnation graveyard. 

 

"Who is calling?" 

 

Ye Chen some hope of looking at familiar big can tombstone, at this critical time, he really hope to have 

big can hand! 

 

Mr. Ren asked him not to rely too much on reincarnation cemetery, just because the taboo would come 

out. 

 

Is this voice the taboo? 

 

It can't be that bad. 

 

Ye Chen no longer think, because the old and vicissitudes of the voice sounded again: "you and come." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, toward the sound source but go! 

 

It is a reincarnation tombstone still in the seal, the top is still empty, there is no name. 

 

This is Ye Chen so many years, the first time in reincarnation cemetery encountered this situation! 

 

When things go wrong, there will be demons! 

 

"Master, are you calling me?" 

 

Although Ye Chen is suspicious, he can only walk a few steps quickly to the mysterious tombstone, as if 

he can see the existence behind the reincarnation tombstone. 

 



"Today, if you want to break the game, I can help you." 

 

The voice still came. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes and eyebrows are shining with infinite joy. 

 

"Master, what should I do?" 

 

"I know the array, but I need to take your reincarnation xuanbei as the eye of the array. If you have a 

way to set up this array, even if emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue join hands, they can't split its guard." 

 

Ye Chen's heart is still suspicious, but now the situation is urgent, can only repeatedly nod: "please help 

me!" 

 

"I'm still in the seal, and I can't be attached to you like them." 

 

The voice of that elder generation vicissitudes of say here, tone inside unavoidably some lose. 

 

"I can teach you a skill, but you have to find your own way through the crack to enter the Tian family. 

What's more, we should persuade the Tian family to help you form an array! " 

 

"This is the only chance for you and the Tian family!" 

 

Ye Chen is one Zheng, in the heart of doubt more and more, this person is the array master? 

 

It should not be possible that all the 100 great powers exist in various fields. The reincarnation cemetery 

has already attracted the emperor of taixuan array! 

 

What is the origin of the existence behind the voice? 

 



Is it really a taboo in the world?? 

Chapter 5440 

 

 

 

This power is a little odd. 

 

Why does the reincarnation stele need to be used for array? 

 

Since this great energy has not been inspired, there should be no place to know that he has 

reincarnation xuanbei. 

 

It's all so weird. 

 

However, ye Chen also understands the words of this great power. The array of reincarnation xuanbei is 

a method, but how to sneak into the Tian family under the eyes of emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue is his 

real test. 

 

"Good! Master, I'll find a way to sneak into Tian's house and set up a big array. I'm going to trouble you. 

" 

 

The voice in the reincarnation tombstone slowly answered, and there was no sound any more. 

 

Mystery to the extreme. 

 

Ye Chen's divine consciousness has returned. His eyes are closely watching the war, and his body is once 

again hidden in the still water bead, carefully exploring all the opportunities to sneak in. 

 

In reincarnation cemetery, with the sound of the seal disappearing, the whole land of reincarnation 

cemetery is generating cracks at an incredible speed, separating the tombstone from other tombstones. 

 



Among the scattered gravel, there is a faint blood. This reincarnation power is far from that simple. 

 

At the same time, in the middle of the war. 

 

"Taigu seven stars bury the moon!" 

 

Tian Junke, the head of the Tian clan, obviously didn't give up. His Tian clan's keeping promise to the 

supreme world will never end in his generation! 

 

Suddenly, seven devastated stars flew out of his eyebrows and floated above the void. 

 

The size of the stars is extremely huge, like half a palace. The largest one is like a huge meteorite, 

emitting a suffocating heavy atmosphere. 

 

The size of the seven stars has not yet been fully revealed. 

 

Their noumenon can almost compare with the whole wilderness. 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyes are heavy. She can feel the surrounding space and become as heavy as iron. 

 

In her cultivation realm, she seems to have entered the swamp, and felt the unprecedented dangerous 

breath. "Taigu seven stars buried in the moon, ranked second in the twelve magical powers of our Tian 

family. The seven stars based on the seven stars, recorded the best array, so that they form a whole!" 

 

"the combination of the seven stars, the power of the explosion, even you, should try your best to 

avoid." 

 

"Even if you are the master of fate, you can't be unaffected!" 

 

"Then you don't have to worry about your people?" Although xuanjiyue said so, she knew that Tian 

Junke had no choice at the moment. 



 

"A man's inherent death is lighter or heavier than Mount Tai." 

 

Tian Junke showed a fearless smile: "maybe, the woman who killed her fiance like you will never 

understand." 

 

Xuanji's anger burned in her heart, and her eyes were burning with endless fierce light. 

 

Tian Junke did not hesitate. His seven planets can shine tens of thousands of miles. 

 

"Emperor Shitian, are you sure you don't want to do it?" 

 

At the moment of launching the attack, xuanjiyue angrily faces the emperor shitiandao on one side. 

 

At this time, xuanjiyue's fate of crape myrtle in her body turned into layers of holy Qi, turned into a 

torrent, rushed to the sky, and collided with the seven stars. 

 

The figure of emperor Shitian also moved in this instant. 

 

"The evil spirit rebelled against the chaos and overturned the heaven." 

 

The emperor Shitian sent out a mighty chant, constantly urged the heart devil to curse the sword, 

endless incantations emerged, and the fierce breath of the heart devil constantly attacked Tian Junke's 

mind. 

 

This is the moment! 

 

Ye Chen's body shape hidden in the still water bead, also jumped from the void at this moment, straight 

into the broken guard array. 

 



If it wasn't for emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue's hand at the same time, he wasn't sure that he could 

avoid the two powerful spies by simply relying on jingshuizhu. 

 

But at this time, Tian Junke broke out the strongest attack, let xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian meet at 

the same time. 

 

It's his only chance. Make a bet! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The clouds burned and turned red. 

 

In the middle of the fire cloud, a supreme power burst out, and the breath spread all over the Tian 

family. Xuanjiyue was wrapped in the dark blue reincarnation star flame, and came out gracefully from 

the broken sand of the stars. 

 

All the Tian family closed their eyes, xuanjiyue came out, the clan leader's strongest blow, also declared 

failure. 

 

"Tian Junke, you have lost your last chance. After today, there will be no Tian family in the whole heaven 

and human world." 

 

Xuanjiyue's cold voice announced the extermination of the Tian family. 

 

A touch of desolate color appeared on Tian Junke's eyebrows. 

 

From the civil war ten thousand years ago, the Tian family has been closed for ten thousand years. 

Unexpectedly, they still can't avoid the fate. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 



At this time, Tian Wei naturally noticed that ye Chen sneaked out of the static water bead, and his heart 

was shocked, for fear that the enemy would sneak in. 

 

"Don't be impatient 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly steps forward and binds him into the still water bead."In the next leaf Chen, originally 

is to ask to see Tian Junke clan chief, don't want to meet this matter. But there is an elder in my family 

who knows a kind of array. As long as you build it, it can not only prevent xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian 

from attacking your Tian family, but also protect your Tian family. " 

 

Tian Wei looks dignified, but repeatedly shakes his head, a strange stab dagger has arrived at Ye Chen's 

throat. 

 

"Are you also here for the Supreme xuanming iron?" 

 

Ye Chen has a bitter feeling, but shakes his head: "I'm lucky to have one of the strongest eight heavenly 

swords in the legend, so I'm not greedy for your Taishang xuanming iron." 

 

"Then why did you step in? What's more, you are so bold to call xuanjiyue by her real name! Who are 

you? " 

 

Ye Chen quickly explained: "I'm Ye Chen. If it's a fake exchange, I have a grudge against xuanjiyue. I'm 

the reincarnation master of this life, and I'm doomed to never die with her." 

 

"The reincarnation of this life?" 

 

Tian Wei obviously has no trust in Ye Chen's words. In his opinion, this is a villain of the enemy camp. 

 

"At this time, I don't have time to prove my identity with you, but you have to believe me. This is the 

only hope of your family. Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian have no room to do things. Maybe the head of 

the Tian clan has arranged for the elder to run for his life with a group of people, but I have found them 

all, not to mention people like emperor Shitian. " 

 



At this time, Tian Wei's face floated with hesitation. What the young man said was reasonable. 

 

"Moreover, Emperor Shitian is the master of the demons in this life. If the Tian family fails, he will catch 

any one. Can you guarantee that all of you in the Tian family can resist the oath of the demons just like 

your clan leader?" 

 

Ye Chen again stressed: "your patriarch has done his best, but did not hurt each other a bit, at this time, 

I am your last hope." 

 

"You?" 

 

In fact, Tian Wei has been agitated by Ye Chen. He knows that at this time, even if it is wrong, there is no 

worse result than killing the family. 

 


